Utilizing an outcomes approach to improve pain management by nurses: a pilot study.
Effective pain management is a major challenge for nurses. The literature indicates that patients' pain continues to be inconsistently and ineffectively managed. The purpose of the pilot study was to measure the effectiveness of a structured intervention to improve pain management for patients. The "Serial V" model for clinical outcomes improvement was used to frame key clinical processes and was the basis for determining the outcome measures for the pilot project. The structured intervention used to integrate and standardize "best practice" for pain management by nurses consisted of a self-study module and the use of critical thinking exercises for patient pain management. Evaluation of outcomes demonstrated: (1) significant improvement over time in cognitive knowledge (p < 0.001) of staff nurses related to pain management; (2) overall patient satisfaction with pain management while hospitalized; (3) consistency in patients' ability to rate pain intensity; (4) consistency in patients' ability to identify their perceived "acceptable" level of pain; and (5) utilization of more consistent practice patterns of pain management by nursing staff. The pilot findings provide the foundation for ongoing development of additional strategies to improve patient pain management.